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           1                (Whereupon, the Quarterly Meeting of the  

 

           2     Comprehensive Municipal Pension Trust Fund Board commenced at  

 

           3     1:00 p.m.) 

 

           4                          P R O C E E D I N G S 

 

           5                                 -  -  - 

 

           6                MS. LESTITIAN:  We are ready to call this meeting to  

 

           7     order, and it's the meeting of the Comprehensive Municipal  

 

           8     Pension Board.  

 

           9                The first order of business on the agenda is the  

 

          10     roll call.  

 

          11                Mayor Peduto?  Not here.  

 

          12                Council President Kraus?  Not here.  

 

          13                City Controller Michael Lamb?  Not here yet.  

 

          14                Chief Administration Officer Debbie Lestitian?  

 

          15                Here.   

 

          16                Ryan Herbinko?  

 

          17                MR. HERBINKO:  Here. 

 

          18                MS. LESTITIAN:  Ralph Sicuro?   

 

          19                MR. SICURO:  Here. 

 

          20                MS. LESTITIAN:  Richard Ruffolo?  

 

          21                MR. RUFFOLO:  Here.  

 

          22                MS. LESTITIAN:  Thank you.  We have a quorum.  

 

          23                Thank you, Solicitor.   

 

          24                At this time if there is anyone who would like to  

 

          25     address the Board, you have three minutes to speak.  
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           1                Seeing no one, the next order of business is the  

 

           2     approval of the minutes from the last quarterly meeting dated  

 

           3     September 8th, 2016.  

 

           4                Do I have a motion? 

 

           5                MR. SICURO:  Motion to approve the minutes. 

 

           6                MR. RUFFOLO:  I'll second. 

 

           7                MS. LESTITIAN:  Discussion?  

 

           8                All in favor?   

 

           9                MR. HERBINKO:  Aye. 

 

          10                MS. LESTITIAN:  Aye. 

 

          11                MR. RUFFOLO:  Aye. 

 

          12                MR. SICURO:  Aye. 

 

          13                MS. LESTITIAN:  Motion carries. 

 

          14                The next item on the agenda is the report of the  

 

          15     Executive Director, Mr. Leger.   

 

          16                MR. LEGER:  Thank you.  Let me go through the basic  

 

          17     information and then talk about a few other things.  

 

          18                The funding of the pension at this point is  

 

          19     673 million, which is 55.8 percent funded as of October 31st.   

 

          20     The return on the portfolio for the last 12 months ending at  

 

          21     the end of November was 5.3 percent for the invested portfolio  

 

          22     and 5.8 percent for the composite portfolio, which is a  

 

          23     combination of the invested portfolio and the parking asset.  

 

          24                (Whereupon, Mr. Lamb joined the meeting.) 

 

          25                MR. LEGER:  The parking asset was valued at  
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           1     $288,586,922 as of the end of September.  

 

           2                The 2016 third quarter MMO payment of $10,768,322  

 

           3     and the parking asset contribution of $3,344,000 were made on  

 

           4     September 27th of 2016.  

 

           5                There is a statement in your packet of the  

 

           6     individual pension funding levels and the overall liability of  

 

           7     each section of the fund through the end of September.  

 

           8                There is also a report in your packet from  

 

           9     Mockenhaupt which shows how the liability of the fund would  

 

          10     change if we reduce the assumed rate of interest return by  

 

          11     either .25 percent or .5 percent, and I'll talk a little bit  

 

          12     more about that in a minute.  

 

          13                As you can see, the liability would increase  

 

          14     28 million for a .25 percent reduction and 57 million for a  

 

          15     full point reduction.  And, also, the MMO would increase  

 

          16     annually by 4 million and 8 million respectively.  Furthermore,  

 

          17     the funded ratio would decrease to 55.7 and 54.5 respectively.   

 

          18     And I'll come back to this in English a little later so that it  

 

          19     makes better sense to everybody. 

 

          20                The auditor general has completed their biennial  

 

          21     audit of the pension funds, and we're happy to report that most  

 

          22     of the prior audit findings have been cleared, most notably the  

 

          23     noncompliance of Ordinance 19 with union contracts.  We have  

 

          24     fixed all of that.  We do have an owed amount.  I believe it's  

 

          25     Ordinance 22, also, that we have complied with and not 19.  
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           1                There is a breakdown of indirect costs for the  

 

           2     pension plans in your packets.  The total is 193,867, which is  

 

           3     slightly higher than last year's amount of 140,502.  This is  

 

           4     mainly because the cost of actuarial valuations are done every  

 

           5     two years, and so that is charged to this year because we did  

 

           6     an actuarial valuation this year.  

 

           7                The investment subcommittee met last week to review  

 

           8     two nontraditional investors that were still left from the RFP  

 

           9     for local emerging managers, and we can discuss their  

 

          10     recommendations and take motions after the third quarter  

 

          11     investment review.  

 

          12                Any questions about anything so far?   

 

          13                Yes. 

 

          14                MR. RUFFOLO:  I was looking at the cost for this  

 

          15     year, and the payroll went up $24,000. 

 

          16                MR. LEGER:  Yes, it did.  That may be a number of  

 

          17     things.  First of all, we shifted the -- well, the pension did  

 

          18     not shift the payroll.  But the City did shift its payroll to a  

 

          19     new payroll system that's basically the County's, so there may  

 

          20     be some charges there.  And I don't know whether the  

 

          21     controller's office has higher charges from payroll management  

 

          22     or not. 

 

          23                MR. LAMB:  I'm trying to remember.  There is  

 

          24     something that we didn't do last year that we're doing this  

 

          25     year --  
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           1                MR. LEGER:  Do you know what it is, Kathy?  

 

           2                MR. LAMB:  -- that was previously paid by the City  

 

           3     and is now being picked up here.  So this was something that  

 

           4     was not included in direct billing -- or indirect charges last  

 

           5     year that the City was absorbing that, I think, the finance  

 

           6     department determined should be on the fund -- the pension  

 

           7     fund.  I just don't remember what that is. 

 

           8                MR. LEGER:  I don't remember what it is either.   

 

           9     Doug Anderson would have to know. 

 

          10                MR. LAMB:  I could find out. 

 

          11                MR. SICURO:  Could we get a follow-up, then? 

 

          12                MR. LAMB:  Yeah.  We'll get a follow-up. 

 

          13                MR. SICURO:  Thank you. 

 

          14                MR. LEGER:  Okay.  

 

          15                MS. LESTITIAN:  Excuse me one second.  Could you  

 

          16     please let the record reflect that City Controller Michael Lamb  

 

          17     joined the meeting shortly after the start of Director Leger's  

 

          18     report.  Thank you. 

 

          19                MR. LAMB:  Thank you. 

 

          20                MS. LESTITIAN:  Continue.  Thanks. 

 

          21                MR. LEGER:  Let me continue.  There are two things I  

 

          22     have put in front of you.  One is an article from the  

 

          23     Tribune-Review today that is now Pittsburgh's first online  

 

          24     newspaper, and it is Mr. Bauder's work.  I have worked with him  

 

          25     and he has worked with me for the last two weeks to put that  
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           1     story together.  Mr. Bauder is here, and I honor him greatly  

 

           2     for the story.  Thank you for doing that.  

 

           3                And the second thing is related to what we said on  

 

           4     the impact of the reduction of the assumed rate of return.   

 

           5     What I tried to do was to summarize this to show you what it  

 

           6     looks like now, what it would look like if you dropped it  

 

           7     .25 percent, and what it would look like if you dropped it a  

 

           8     half a percent.  

 

           9                So, currently, for the year 2017 in the projected  

 

          10     budget, the amount of extra money that we are putting into the  

 

          11     budget is $7,908,733.  That is the additional contribution.   

 

          12     And that's in the boxes at the bottom of the first page. 

 

          13                MR. LAMB:  I'm going to just -- before you go, let  

 

          14     me just stop you there.  So that is -- so it's 7-9 over the  

 

          15     existing MMO?   

 

          16                MR. LEGER:  Correct. 

 

          17                MR. LAMB:  And the MMO, you said, was what?   

 

          18                MR. LEGER:  It's about 43, I think.  I can't  

 

          19     remember exactly --  

 

          20                MR. LAMB:  Okay.  Thank you.  

 

          21                MR. LEGER:  -- and I didn't put it in here. 

 

          22                MR. LAMB:  Okay. 

 

          23                MR. LEGER:  But this is additional money that we're  

 

          24     putting in this year -- or next year, actually --  

 

          25                MR. LAMB:  Next year, yeah.  2017.   
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           1                MR. LEGER:  -- the proposed budget which is almost  

 

           2     approved by Council.  

 

           3                So if you go to Page 2 -- and this is the memo, the  

 

           4     one that looks like this on Page 2, if you don't have it.  It's  

 

           5     not part of your packet.  It was pretty much on top.  

 

           6                If we reduced the assumed rate of return to 7.25, we  

 

           7     would put in the 7,908,000, which is the City's additional  

 

           8     contribution, plus an additional 3,909,000 because of the  

 

           9     reduction of the assumed rate of return.  So the total that we  

 

          10     would have to put in would now be not 7 million, but  

 

          11     11 million 8.  So it's essentially 12 million.  

 

          12                It would also drop the funding ratio to 55.7 percent  

 

          13     from the assumed amount that we would have in 2017 of 57  

 

          14     percent.  I know this kind of is an eggbeater of numbers in  

 

          15     your heads, so stop me when you're confused or if you need me  

 

          16     to repeat.  

 

          17                MR. LAMB:  Well, let me ask:  Why does it do that?   

 

          18                MR. LEGER:  Why does it go down?   

 

          19                MR. LAMB:  Yeah. 

 

          20                MR. LEGER:  Why does the funding ratio --  

 

          21                MR. LAMB:  If we're putting more money in, why would  

 

          22     the funded ratio go down?  

 

          23                MR. LEGER:  I don't know, and I'm going to ask the  

 

          24     actuary to answer that question. 

 

          25                MR. SICURO:  Mr. Leger, if I could ask a question?  
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           1                MR. LEGER:  Yes.  Go ahead. 

 

           2                MR. SICURO:  I think before we ask that question,  

 

           3     you mentioned before that the City's MMO was roughly --  

 

           4                MR. LEGER:  About 43, I think it is.   

 

           5                MR. SICURO:  About 43 million. 

 

           6                MR. LEGER:  Does that sound right?  Okay.  Yeah. 

 

           7                 MR. SICURO:  And then the City is putting in 7.9  

 

           8                        million on top of that?   

 

           9                MR. LEGER:  That's correct. 

 

          10                MR. SICURO:  And that's all that's going into the  

 

          11     pension? 

 

          12                MR. LAMB:  No.  That's what -- 

 

          13                MR. LEGER:  No, no, no.  There are other categories  

 

          14     that go in too.  

 

          15                MR. SICURO:  All right.  I just wanted to make sure.  

 

          16                MR. LAMB:  Yeah.  I guess that's -- the other  

 

          17     question is what's the budgeted amount right now?   

 

          18                MR. LEGER:  I don't know the total because the  

 

          19     budget doesn't show it that way anymore.  It's about 89 million  

 

          20     maybe, but I can get you the actual number.  I can fill these  

 

          21     out with a little more numbers.  It's not -- I don't know what  

 

          22     the total is, but it involves the things like payments to  

 

          23     widows, payments to survivors, and other smaller categories.   

 

          24     The MMO and the additional contribution in the parking asset  

 

          25     are the biggest numbers. 
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           1                MR. LAMB:  I'm just -- I'm sorry.  I don't want to  

 

           2     interrupt your presentation. 

 

           3                MR. LEGER:  That's all right. 

 

           4                MR. LAMB:  I guess the question I'm trying to  

 

           5     understand is are we able to reduce the rate of return while  

 

           6     having no or minimal impact on the budget?  And it sounds to me  

 

           7     what you're saying is that we would be able to do that. 

 

           8                MR. LEGER:  I'm not sure I understand the question. 

 

           9                MR. LAMB:  Well, if we were -- if we were going to  

 

          10     increase -- let's say we went to 7 1/4 and that would have a  

 

          11     budgetary impact of $4 million.   

 

          12                MR. LEGER:  Yeah. 

 

          13                MR. LAMB:  If we're putting in -- if that -- if that  

 

          14     makes the MMO-plus at 55 million and we're putting in  

 

          15     80-something, well, then there's really no budget impact of  

 

          16     going to 7 1/4.   

 

          17                MR. LEGER:  Well, there is, because you have to put  

 

          18     the additional 3 in, the additional 3.9 --  

 

          19                MR. LAMB:  No, no.    

 

          20                MR. LEGER:  -- or whatever it is.  So there -- 

 

          21                MR. LAMB:  What I'm saying is you're still well  

 

          22     under the $80 million budget number -- or whatever the budget  

 

          23     number is. 

 

          24                MR. LEGER:  Well, I may be wrong on the numbers --  

 

          25                MR. LAMB:  Yeah.  I'd like to know what the proposed  
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           1     budget --  

 

           2                MR. LEGER:  -- so don't take that as correct.  It's  

 

           3     probably not right. 

 

           4                MR. LAMB:  I'd like to know what the proposed budget  

 

           5     number is as of right now.  Because if we are within that  

 

           6     number, we might as well lower the rate of return. 

 

           7                MR. LEGER:  Yeah.  I don't think that you are.  I  

 

           8     don't think we are quite at 80.  I think 80 is the expenditure  

 

           9     level -- or 89.   

 

          10                MR. LAMB:  Well, 89 is clearly the expenditure  

 

          11     level.  I guess my question is what's the budget contribution?   

 

          12                MR. LEGER:  The budget is usually much lower than  

 

          13     that because we assume --  

 

          14                MR. LAMB:  Well, we've been increasing it by  

 

          15     5 million a year --  

 

          16                MR. LEGER:  -- there's a return.   

 

          17                MR. LAMB:  -- for the last four years now, so we  

 

          18     should be at least at 70 or 75 million at budget.  If we're at  

 

          19     75 million at budget, then we could actually lower the rate of  

 

          20     return and not have an impact on budget.  Like I said --  

 

          21                MR. LEGER:  Let me do this --  

 

          22                MR. LAMB:  -- assuming what you're saying is  

 

          23     correct. 

 

          24                MR. LEGER:  Let me ask Mr. Cornell if he can go over  

 

          25     to the budget office and get the total budget that the City is  
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           1     contributing, not including --  

 

           2                MR. LAMB:  The proposed.   

 

           3                MR. LEGER:  -- the employee contributions.  

 

           4                MS. LESTITIAN:  Wait.  Ralph has a question.  

 

           5                MR. SICURO:  Before he leaves, not just the number.   

 

           6     I understand -- because you said there's different categories.   

 

           7     We would like to know what the categories that they're coming  

 

           8     from or where they're line-itemed in there.  Because it's not  

 

           9     simple in the budget where you go to one page and you know -- 

 

          10                MR. LEGER:  It's mixed with a lot of other things,  

 

          11     yes. 

 

          12                MR. SICURO:  Thank you. 

 

          13                MR. LEGER:  So we can get that actual number.  And  

 

          14     I'm sure it's lower than what I gave you, because I think I  

 

          15     gave you the expenditure number.   

 

          16                MR. SICURO:  Right.  Right.  

 

          17                MR. LEGER:  And I'm going to ask the actuarial firm  

 

          18     to explain why the funded ratio goes down when we go to a lower  

 

          19     assumed rate of return.  

 

          20                Could you do that?   

 

          21                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  Yes.  The assumed rate of  

 

          22     return --  

 

          23                MS. LESTITIAN:  Would you like to sit at the table,  

 

          24     please?  Thank you. 

 

          25                (Brief reporter request off the record.) 
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           1                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  Sure.  Dave Stimpson with  

 

           2     Mockenhaupt Benefits Group. 

 

           3                The assumed rate of return, the interest rate, is  

 

           4     also used to discount the liabilities.  When we calculate a  

 

           5     stream of payments that come out of the fund over the next  

 

           6     hundred years or more, we discount that to today using the  

 

           7     assumed rate of return, the idea being to generate a level  

 

           8     stream of payments to fund the plan.   

 

           9                The more -- the higher the interest rate, the more  

 

          10     discounting occurs, the lower those liability -- the present  

 

          11     value of the liabilities are today.  The higher the -- yeah,  

 

          12     the higher the interest rate, the lower the liabilities --  

 

          13     present value of the liabilities are today.  The lower the  

 

          14     interest rate, the higher the present value of the liabilities  

 

          15     are today.  Does that make sense?   

 

          16                MR. LAMB:  Yes and no, because you can play a lot of  

 

          17     games with that number.  So, basically -- because you could do  

 

          18     the same thing with the parking asset.  Right?  So we can -- we  

 

          19     continue to calculate the parking asset at the 8 percent  

 

          20     discount rate.  We could lower that to a 7 1/4 or 7 1/2  

 

          21     interest rate and we'd be well over the funded number.  Right?  

 

          22     I don't want to do that.  So it's -- you know, so we're  

 

          23     basically doing it on one side and not the other. 

 

          24                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  The same principles occur with  

 

          25     the -- with the value that you derive for the parking asset. 
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           1                MR. LAMB:  Well, isn't it true that if we were to  

 

           2     calculate the parking asset at a discount rate closer to the  

 

           3     rate of return, the parking asset would reflect as much more  

 

           4     valuable than we reflect it today?   

 

           5                MR. WESNER:  So it did change.  When this Board  

 

           6     lowered the assumed rate of return from 8 percent to 7 1/2  

 

           7     percent, the rate used to discount the future cash flows for  

 

           8     the parking asset also dropped.  And, just as you outlined, it  

 

           9     did increase that valuation.  So if you further reduced the  

 

          10     actuarial assumed rate from 7 to either -- start it from 7 1/2  

 

          11     to either 7 1/4 or 7, you would get a bump up in the valuation  

 

          12     of the parking asset. 

 

          13                MR. LAMB:  In the valuation.  So that's why I'm  

 

          14     asking about it.  Why is this number going down?  It doesn't  

 

          15     make sense that this number would be going down unless we did  

 

          16     one and not the other. 

 

          17                MR. WESNER:  It's the other 60 percent.  So because  

 

          18     you have your total asset --  

 

          19                MR. LAMB:  So this is based purely on the portfolio  

 

          20     and not on the other asset. 

 

          21                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  Well, the funded ratio on the  

 

          22     liabilities side --  

 

          23                MR. LAMB:  Oh, that's right.  I'm sorry.  We're on  

 

          24     the liabilities.  I got you. 

 

          25                MR. STIMPSON:  Yeah.  So the entire --  
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           1                MR. WESNER:  You get a 40 percent bump for the -- on  

 

           2     the asset side. 

 

           3                MR. SICURO:  Okay.  You have the unfunded actuarial  

 

           4     accrued liability.  That is when we don't hit our targeted  

 

           5     assumed rate of return, that continues to grow.  Correct?   

 

           6                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  Yes. 

 

           7                MR. SICURO:  Okay.  So if we are at 7 1/2 percent  

 

           8     now -- I know Mr. Leger reported 5.3 year to date.  I snuck in  

 

           9     and looked at the presentation already, and it looks like we're  

 

          10     at 6.6 with the new month's addition.  We're below our  

 

          11     7.5 target.  Are we not going to have a negative impact on our  

 

          12     unfunded actuarial accrued liabilities, which is going to have  

 

          13     an impact on how much money the City has to pay into the  

 

          14     pension?   

 

          15                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  Short term, when you -- if your  

 

          16     assumed rate of return is 7 1/2 or whatever your assumed rate  

 

          17     of return is, when you get better than that, then your unfunded  

 

          18     liability shrinks.  And when you miss it, then the unfunded  

 

          19     liability goes up. 

 

          20                MR. SICURO:  So if we're showing that we are not  

 

          21     hitting our target over a number of years -- 

 

          22                And Mr. Bauder pointed out in his article we have  

 

          23     fell short seven years, I think it was, over the last so many.  

 

          24                -- then wouldn't it be more beneficial to continue  

 

          25     to allow the unfunded accrued liability to grow which has an  
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           1     impact on how much has to be budgeted in that we roll back our  

 

           2     assumed rate of return to get that on a more even playing  

 

           3     field?  Either way, you're going to add -- more money is going  

 

           4     to have to go in one way or the other.  Correct?   

 

           5                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  Right.  Because your actual  

 

           6     costs over time are really going to be dictated by what you  

 

           7     earn over time.  It's just the assumption becomes your  

 

           8     benchmark to try and create a relatively stable contribution  

 

           9     path.  So, you know, the lower the benchmark, the more likely  

 

          10     to get gains in the future.  The higher the benchmark, the more  

 

          11     likely to get losses. 

 

          12                MR. SICURO:  And we've seen that we're not getting  

 

          13     the returns that we were getting in previous years.  So if we  

 

          14     need to start to rethink about -- we obviously thought about it  

 

          15     a number of years ago and thought that 8 percent was too high.   

 

          16     We rolled back to get to be more conservative.  We're not  

 

          17     seeing those still steady returns at even 7 1/2.  Why would we  

 

          18     not consider rolling it back now?  

 

          19                Because at some point that's going to catch up to  

 

          20     us.  The unfunded accrued liability is meant to do like a  

 

          21     smoothing process over a period of time, but that hole is  

 

          22     continuing to build because we're not hitting the target.  The  

 

          23     target may need to be moved.  

 

          24                Thank you. 

 

          25                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  Yes.  And I would defer to  
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           1     Marquette as far as expectations of future returns, but yeah. 

 

           2                MR. WESNER:  And this is -- the conversation that we  

 

           3     have been having, obviously, with all of our public fund  

 

           4     clients and other pension funds is what are the expectations  

 

           5     for future returns?  When we look into doing asset allocation  

 

           6     studies, which we'll discuss in a moment about conducting one  

 

           7     in early 2017, we take a viewpoint of the next ten years.   

 

           8     Well, from an actuarial perspective, you're looking out 30, 40  

 

           9     years.  So just because you have an asset allocation study and  

 

          10     assumptions for the next ten years that we might not hit 7 1/2,  

 

          11     over the next 30 to 40, in the context of the liability side of  

 

          12     the equation, it's more possible.  

 

          13                And the big factor there is fixed income returns.   

 

          14     As we've talked about here for the last several years, bond  

 

          15     returns and bond yields have been very low.  And so the  

 

          16     expectations for bond yields going forward -- it's going to  

 

          17     take a few years before interest rates get higher and you start  

 

          18     to earn more.  But the conversation is taking place.  Folks who  

 

          19     are at 8 are having serious conversations about coming down to  

 

          20     7 1/2.  Plans that are at 7 1/2 are considering moving to  

 

          21     7 1/4, 7, just as you're discussing.  We've seen some  

 

          22     movements.  Groups, obviously, because of the effects of it,  

 

          23     aren't moving particularly quickly, but these are discussions  

 

          24     that are occurring, you know, really, across the country. 

 

          25                MR. LEGER:  Let me point out something else.  This  
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           1     is a policy discussion between reality and accountants'  

 

           2     assumptions.  The reason that you try to use accountants'  

 

           3     assumptions is so that you don't have to put as much money into  

 

           4     the budget.  I'm just being very realistic.  And that's why  

 

           5     most people have a higher rate of return in their assumptions  

 

           6     than they have in reality.  And I would point out to you that  

 

           7     even on this memo that talks about the scenarios, if you look  

 

           8     at the assumed rate on 7.5, we would be at 57 percent.  We are  

 

           9     not at 57 percent.  We are considerably lower than that at  

 

          10     present.  So what is here is just an assumption that we're  

 

          11     going to go that high.  

 

          12                My concern is how much money can we continue to  

 

          13     shovel into a pension fund at the taxpayers' expense without  

 

          14     getting that money, then, from the taxpayers.  So that's the  

 

          15     balance that has to be hit, and that's a difficult dancing act.  

 

          16                I just gave you a copy of what the actual budget is  

 

          17     for the pension, City contributions for 2017.  And the total is  

 

          18     75,357,381, but I would deduct 2.5 million of that as OPEB  

 

          19     contribution, which is into a different fund, not into the  

 

          20     pension fund.  So it's really more like 72 million that we are  

 

          21     contributing.  And then add to that another 10 million from  

 

          22     employee contributions, which are not part of this list.   

 

          23     So that would give you about 82 million that is put into the  

 

          24     fund outside of anything else that we may get, which we don't  

 

          25     expect to.   
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           1                One thing that I would request from an  

 

           2     administrative perspective is if you wanted to go forward with  

 

           3     changing the assumed rate of return, since the 2017 budget is  

 

           4     already done and under consideration by Council, rather than  

 

           5     try to add 11 million or 15 million to that budget at this  

 

           6     point, that you would wait until 2018 or 2019.  2019 would be  

 

           7     preferable for administration reasons because at that point you  

 

           8     are out from under an Act 47 plan.  And this would severely  

 

           9     disrupt the amount of contribution that is in the Act 47 plan  

 

          10     through 2018.  Those are just administrative considerations.    

 

          11                MR. LAMB:  Well, let me -- I'm going to say a couple  

 

          12     things.  

 

          13                First off, when you consider the fact that we are  

 

          14     contributing roughly $70 million next year to the pension fund,  

 

          15     not counting the retiree contribution, we're well in excess of  

 

          16     what would be an MMO or an MMO-plus even if -- under either of  

 

          17     these scenarios, and particularly under the 7 1/4, because we  

 

          18     are contributing that additional 13 million from the parking  

 

          19     asset.  

 

          20                So even though our rate of return is 7 1/2, we are  

 

          21     contributing as if we are something closer to 7-even or maybe  

 

          22     even less because we're putting that additional 13 million in  

 

          23     over and above all of this.  Is that right?  

 

          24                So I guess my question is can we lower -- 

 

          25                MR. LEGER:  No.  The parking asset is in here. 
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           1                MR. LAMB:  That's what I'm saying.  

 

           2                MR. LEGER:  Okay. 

 

           3                MR. LAMB:  The parking asset is on top of -- 

 

           4                Right now we're putting in the MMO, which is 49,2.   

 

           5     We're putting in the supplemental contribution, based on the  

 

           6     rate of return, of almost 8 million, 7.9 million, putting that  

 

           7     in.  Then on top of that, we're putting another 13 million in  

 

           8     from the parking asset, so we're actually putting in  

 

           9     significantly more than the MMO right now.  

 

          10                I guess my question is if we were to decrease the  

 

          11     rate of return, which would then up the MMO, does that -- what  

 

          12     effect does that really have?  Does the parking asset -- is the  

 

          13     parking asset by statute in addition to the MMO, or is it -- 

 

          14                MR. LEGER:  Yes. 

 

          15                MR. LAMB:  I don't know that it is.  I know that  

 

          16     we've always said that it is.   

 

          17                MR. LEGER:  Well, we treat it as if it is. 

 

          18                MR. LAMB:  And I think that's a good policy,  

 

          19     frankly.  I'll be honest.  I think that's the right policy.  

 

          20                But I don't know that there's really a budget  

 

          21     impact.  Certainly -- certainly when we raised the rate of --  

 

          22     when we lowered the rate from 8 to 7 1/2 a few years ago, while  

 

          23     there was a lot of noise about that, the fact is it had almost  

 

          24     no budget impact.  What had a bigger budget impact was the  

 

          25     right decisions we made with respect to longevity and other  
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           1     factors, getting more realistic on the actuarial report, on the  

 

           2     actuarial assumptions.  

 

           3                So I guess my question is if we were to drop the  

 

           4     rate to 7 1/4 -- 

 

           5                Two questions:  What -- you know, is that something  

 

           6     that is budgetarily feasible?  Because I'd like to know what  

 

           7     the mayor and the president of council think about that.  Does  

 

           8     anybody have any idea where the mayor stands on that issue?   

 

           9                MR. LEGER:  Well, it's not in the budget.  The  

 

          10     3 million that you would require -- well, 4 million, actually,  

 

          11     is not in the budget at this point.  So the only place it could  

 

          12     come from right now would be either some tax increase, which is  

 

          13     not proposed because we've already done the tax notices.  It's  

 

          14     not going to happen.   

 

          15                MR. LAMB:  You've already built in a $5 million  

 

          16     surplus into the budget, so... 

 

          17                MR. LEGER:  And there is a surplus in the budget,  

 

          18     which is fund balance.  And that's important for rating  

 

          19     agencies and other kinds of considerations, evaluative  

 

          20     considerations. 

 

          21                MR. LAMB:  The first response always turns out to  

 

          22     be, "Well, to do that, we have to have a tax increase."  Well,  

 

          23     let's drop that. 

 

          24                MR. LEGER:  I'll drop that. 

 

          25                MR. LAMB:  That's just ridiculous. 
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           1                MR. LEGER:  I just said it was an option. 

 

           2                MR. LAMB:  There are plenty of ways to do it, so... 

 

           3                MR. LEGER:  Fund balance is an option.   

 

           4                MR. LAMB:  Do we have -- do we have an understanding  

 

           5     of where the mayor stands on this?  I mean, so you're saying  

 

           6     the mayor would be opposed to any reduction in the --   

 

           7                MR. LEGER:  For 2017, yes, simply because we have a  

 

           8     proposed budget which does not include that.  Budgets are  

 

           9     arrived at with much struggle and turbulence.  And to go back  

 

          10     and put another 4 million into expenditures would be pretty  

 

          11     difficult to do for '17.  '18 gives us a year to plan. 

 

          12                MR. LAMB:  Yeah.  But in '18 you're already talking  

 

          13     about the 13 million in parking money in there too. 

 

          14                MR. SICURO:  Why can't that absorb?   

 

          15                MR. LAMB:  Well, that's my question.  That's the  

 

          16     question as to whether or not that -- but then, in a way, then  

 

          17     the reduction is meaningless too.  If it does absorb it, the  

 

          18     reduction is meaningless.  And in some ways the reduction is  

 

          19     meaningless because we are already doing more than the  

 

          20     reduction would get us. 

 

          21                MR. SICURO:  But if we made the reduction, what I  

 

          22     was saying about the unfunded accrued liability will not  

 

          23     continue to grow as much because we'll be closer to a realistic  

 

          24     target.  That's why I think that -- I understand we may have a  

 

          25     turnaround in the market.  Who knows?  We might see those  
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           1     double digits again.  At this point, I think there's a new  

 

           2     normal out there that we're not getting to those double digits  

 

           3     anytime soon.  And if we don't start planning now to be more  

 

           4     conservative on our assumed rate of return, that unfunded  

 

           5     accrued liability is going to grow and we're going to be paying  

 

           6     in the long run.  

 

           7                So I don't think that anybody -- I know when I  

 

           8     requested this information, along with you, that it was meant  

 

           9     for us to have these discussions, not necessarily to pass a  

 

          10     motion today to do anything.  But I think it would be important  

 

          11     to find from the administration as well as president of council  

 

          12     their position moving into a 2018 budget area how they feel  

 

          13     about this. 

 

          14                MR. LAMB:  Paul, isn't there a time issue with  

 

          15     respect to the reporting for Act 205, as well, that -- why it's  

 

          16     important to do it in one year versus another?  

 

          17                It seemed to me one of the reasons that we did it in  

 

          18     '13 was -- 

 

          19                And maybe you know this, Dave.  Isn't there some  

 

          20     reporting requirement in that -- 

 

          21                MR. LEGER:  Yeah.  That is something you can answer  

 

          22     because that's -- 

 

          23                MR. LAMB:  -- even-numbered year? 

 

          24                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  Yes. 

 

          25                MR. LEGER:  Using that '13 year. 
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           1                MR. LAMB:  So that maybe doing it in '17 is actually  

 

           2     more -- if we did it in '14 -- or if we did it in '16, it  

 

           3     probably wouldn't actually even go into effect until '18 or  

 

           4     something like that?  I'm not sure how that works. 

 

           5                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  Yes.  Thank you.  I was hoping  

 

           6     this question would come up. 

 

           7                MR. LAMB:  Okay. 

 

           8                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  Actuarial valuations are  

 

           9     required as of 1/1 of odd-numbered years, so the next one is as  

 

          10     of 1/1/17.  1/1/13 was your key trigger when you lowered it  

 

          11     from 8 percent to 7 1/2. 

 

          12                MR. LAMB:  1/1/14. 

 

          13                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  It was the 1/1/13 valuation.   

 

          14                MR. LAMB:  Oh, it was the valuation.  Right.  

 

          15                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  The valuations aren't due until  

 

          16     15 months after --  

 

          17                MR. LAMB:  The filing of the report.  Right. 

 

          18                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  -- the valuation date, so you  

 

          19     very well may have made the decision after 1/1/13.  

 

          20                MR. LAMB:  Okay.  

 

          21                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  The same would apply here.  The  

 

          22     1/1/17 valuation is the next place where that would be  

 

          23     recognized.  The 1/1/17 valuation cannot be used in calculating  

 

          24     MMOs until 2018, and, most likely, it will be 2019 if a  

 

          25     valuation is more than 12 months after the valuation date.  So  
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           1     if you -- lowering the interest rate is going to be  

 

           2     applicable -- if you made the decision today or probably even a  

 

           3     year from now, it would be applicable for 1/1/17.  And the  

 

           4     first MMO that could be used for that is 2018, most likely  

 

           5     2019. 

 

           6                MR. LAMB:  Well, that's good to know. 

 

           7                MR. SICURO:  Just in plain English one more time  

 

           8     because I'm -- you got me a little lost on the numbers. 

 

           9                The MMO impact would come into effect -- 

 

          10                MR. LAMB:  Let me just say this:  The MMO impact  

 

          11     with respect to Act 205 and the purpose for Act 205, and the  

 

          12     funding would go back to Act 205.  Right. 

 

          13                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  Correct.  MMO being when you're  

 

          14     required to put in that extra.  If you lower the interest rate,  

 

          15     it will be about $4 million.  At 25 basis points, it will be  

 

          16     about $4 million dollars.  You would be required to fund that  

 

          17     when the MMO reflects that interest rate.  MMOs are calculated  

 

          18     in September for the next year.  So if your valuation -- if  

 

          19     your 1/1/17 valuation isn't done by September 30 of '17, it  

 

          20     won't even affect your 2018 MMO.  It will affect the 2019 MMO. 

 

          21                Now, as an actuary, if you know you're going to go  

 

          22     that course, I always recommend -- 

 

          23                MR. LAMB:  That you start funding.   

 

          24                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  -- that you start funding as  

 

          25     soon as possible.  But it's not -- you wouldn't be required to  
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           1     put that additional money in until 2018 or 2019.   

 

           2                MR. SICURO:  So even if we were to consider this, if  

 

           3     we did it next meeting or even thereafter, we would still be  

 

           4     meeting the time frame to get it onto the next evaluation for  

 

           5     the Act 205 report --  

 

           6                MR. LAMB:  If we did it today --  

 

           7                MR. SICURO:  -- and they would have more time.   

 

           8                MR. LAMB:  If we did it today or the meeting a year  

 

           9     from now, the Act 205 report would basically be the same.   

 

          10                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  As long as the 1/1/17 valuation  

 

          11     isn't completed yet --  

 

          12                MR. LAMB:  Right. 

 

          13                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  -- you can still make the  

 

          14     decision. 

 

          15                MR. LAMB:  But, again, if we were to do it today,  

 

          16     your recommendation would be to fund it in '17, even if we did  

 

          17     it.  So it could have a budget impact but not an impact with  

 

          18     respect to the State.   

 

          19                MR. DAVID STIMPSON:  My recommendation would be to  

 

          20     fund it, but there's no requirement to fund it until -- 

 

          21                MR. LAMB:  Got you.  

 

          22                So if you wanted to take time to ponder this  

 

          23     further --  

 

          24                MR. SICURO:  Yeah.  I think it would be good that if  

 

          25     we're going to do it that we put it actually on the agenda so  
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           1     both our missing parties would know that it's going to be cast  

 

           2     at a vote on the issue. 

 

           3                MR. LAMB:  It's a big decision, and I think that the  

 

           4     leaders of the City should weigh in on it. 

 

           5                MR. LEGER:  So that opportunity would be in February  

 

           6     or a special meeting.   

 

           7                MR. LAMB:  Or at some discussion between now and  

 

           8     next December.  We have three meetings between now and then. 

 

           9                MR. LEGER:  The earlier you do it, the earlier we  

 

          10     can plan for it. 

 

          11                MR. LAMB:  I agree.  I agree.  So it would be  

 

          12     helpful to know probably for the February meeting where people  

 

          13     stand on that.  And, granted, next year's will be even harder  

 

          14     because of the 26 million.  So it will be even harder to do,  

 

          15     but it's still the right thing to do, in my opinion. 

 

          16                MS. LESTITIAN:  Is everybody done?   

 

          17                MR. LEGER:  I am.  I mean, I just reported what's in  

 

          18     the memo, so...  I tried to translate it into the simplest  

 

          19     English as possible.  

 

          20                Any other questions I would be happy to try and  

 

          21     answer?   

 

          22                MS. LESTITIAN:  Thank you, Mr. Leger. 

 

          23                MR. LEGER:  Thank you. 

 

          24                MS. LESTITIAN:  The next order of business is the  

 

          25     third quarter investment performance review by Mr. Wesner.  
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           1                Welcome.   

 

           2                MR. WESNER:  Thank you.  Good afternoon, everyone. 

 

           3                We'll quickly go through just a review the market  

 

           4     environments.  Obviously, since the U.S. presidential  

 

           5     elections, we've seen a lot of volatility in the capital  

 

           6     markets around the world.  Some markets have benefited.  Some  

 

           7     markets have not.  We also have in the report here a  

 

           8     preliminary flash report for your portfolio as of the end of  

 

           9     November.  So, obviously, we are just a few days past the month  

 

          10     end, but I wanted to bring you the most up-to-date figures.   

 

          11     And, again, because the markets have been so volatile, make  

 

          12     sure we are discussing the most current figures.  

 

          13                Also in the report -- or also in the book is the  

 

          14     third quarter comprehensive report which has all of the  

 

          15     detailed information on all of your investment managers, you  

 

          16     know, all of your investment managers, you know, your  

 

          17     performance, your rankings, your fees for all of the underlying  

 

          18     managers.  And in the back is a little bit of information on  

 

          19     one of the new investments that we'll be recommending today and  

 

          20     that we discussed at the investment subcommittee meeting last  

 

          21     week.  

 

          22                So we'll walk through just a brief overview of  

 

          23     performance, and then we'll tackle a few of the open agenda  

 

          24     items in terms of allocating capital to a few new mangers.  

 

          25                With that, I'll go to the second page inside the red  
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           1     cover.  That's what we call our Market Tracker.  It's just a  

 

           2     quick one-pager that summarizes the performance of the capital  

 

           3     markets.  So, again, after the U.S. presidential election --  

 

           4     and I think the results, obviously, did catch a lot of folks  

 

           5     off guard, but the markets were also then incorrect in what the  

 

           6     response would be to a Trump election.  A lot of the thoughts  

 

           7     were that a Trump election would cause the markets to decrease,  

 

           8     especially here in the U.S., and we've seen the exact opposite  

 

           9     of that.  We've seen a strong rally in U.S. equities, an  

 

          10     initial negative response in a lot of international equities, a  

 

          11     little bit more of a positive rebound there recently.  

 

          12                The biggest move, and probably the one that's been  

 

          13     least reported, at least in the mainstream press, has been the  

 

          14     movement in fixed income.  Core bonds have given back a large  

 

          15     amount of their gains for the year.  Core bonds -- and this is  

 

          16     in the upper right-hand corner of that page.  So core bonds for  

 

          17     November down 2.4 percent.  It might not seem like a lot, but,  

 

          18     again, in the fixed income world, that's a very significant  

 

          19     move.  So we saw the yield on the ten-year treasury, the U.S.  

 

          20     Treasury, go from kind of more in that 1.7 percent range all  

 

          21     the way up now to where we're almost at 2.4 percent.  So,  

 

          22     again, a very substantial move.  Bond yields go up.  Bond  

 

          23     prices come down.  So year to date, though, bonds are still up  

 

          24     between 2 1/2 and 3 percent.  And that's, again, up in the  

 

          25     upper right corner.  But we gave back about half of the year's  
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           1     gains over the course of just a few weeks.   

 

           2                The upper left-hand corner outlines the returns of  

 

           3     the U.S. equity market, again, ranging from, you know, as low a  

 

           4     return as up 2.8 percent for the month for the technology-heavy  

 

           5     NASDAQ up to almost 6 percent increase for the Dow Jones  

 

           6     Industrial.  And small caps were up even more.  Small-cap U.S.  

 

           7     equities were up double digits.  And we'll see that when we  

 

           8     look at your flash report, and a couple of your managers had  

 

           9     very, very strong returns for the month of November.  

 

          10                That next box down on the left-hand column, you see  

 

          11     the non-U.S. equity returns.  A lot of negatives there.  So  

 

          12     international equities were negative for the month of November.   

 

          13     As a whole, they were down about 2.3 percent for November.   

 

          14     They are up 1.9 year to date.  So, again, compare that 1.9 for  

 

          15     international versus domestic:  U.S. stocks almost 10,  

 

          16     internationals only up 2.  

 

          17                Emerging markets had been kind of the highflier of  

 

          18     the international equity markets.  They had been up, you know,  

 

          19     about 16 percent, but they gave back about 4 or 5 percent  

 

          20     during the month of November.  Again, a lot of the talk that  

 

          21     has come out from President-elect Trump rattled those emerging  

 

          22     markets.  You saw large moves in their currencies and large  

 

          23     moves in their equity indices but still up, you know,  

 

          24     10 percent for the year.  So it's still been the place to be in  

 

          25     international equities, and you do have two dedicated emerging  
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           1     market managers in your portfolio.   

 

           2                That larger box on the left-hand column, that just  

 

           3     highlights a lot of the smaller markets.  I think you can just  

 

           4     see the volatility.  I think that's -- the point there is not  

 

           5     to focus on any one market because you're well diversified, but  

 

           6     just looking to see how markets such as Brazil, down 12 percent  

 

           7     during the month of November but still up 60-plus percent for  

 

           8     the year.  So a lot of these smaller markets are very, very  

 

           9     volatile.   

 

          10                The middle section.  The chart on the top in the  

 

          11     middle column, that highlights that movement in interest rates.   

 

          12     So one month ago, we were with the blue line.  Interest rates  

 

          13     across the board have shifted up to that red line.  That shift  

 

          14     doesn't look like much on paper, but that's what translated  

 

          15     into that 2-plus percent drop in fixed income returns.  

 

          16                Equity markets in the two squares in the middle of  

 

          17     the page.  The takeaway from here, a big shift in the U.S.  

 

          18     equity markets, growth versus value.  Growth stocks have been  

 

          19     outperforming for several years.  2016 has really been the year  

 

          20     of value stocks.  So value stocks are up double digits.  The  

 

          21     blue box, you can see large cap value up 14 percent, small cap  

 

          22     value up 26 percent.  You'll see one of your active equity  

 

          23     managers in your portfolio today, local manager Guyasuta, up 26  

 

          24     percent year to date.  They've helped capture some of those  

 

          25     very strong returns.  
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           1                The growth side, again, all positive, but large cap  

 

           2     growth up a little less that 6 percent.  So, again, it really  

 

           3     much mattered where you've been, and that's going to dictate  

 

           4     how your performance has been.  Again, your large-cap equity  

 

           5     exposure is mostly concentrated in the S&P 500 Index, so you  

 

           6     don't have a manager taking -- you know, making a call on one  

 

           7     industry or another.  You have that low-cost index as the core  

 

           8     of your portfolio.  

 

           9                And then the middle section on the right-hand  

 

          10     column, hedge funds.  Hedge funds have been a bit weaker, so a  

 

          11     lot of hedge fund managers have not been well positioned for  

 

          12     the market movements of 2016.  So the election and other issues  

 

          13     really caught these guys off guard, and we haven't gotten the  

 

          14     type of performance we were looking for.  

 

          15                So at the last meeting you did approve a redemption,  

 

          16     a partial redemption out of your two active hedge managers, and  

 

          17     we are going to move to a more indexed strategy that we'll  

 

          18     discuss in a moment.  But, again, just the takeaway there is  

 

          19     that while overall returns have been positive, they haven't  

 

          20     been up as much as the U.S. equity markets.   

 

          21                What's not on that page is real estate.  Real estate  

 

          22     continues to perform kind of in a steady fashion.  Real estate  

 

          23     is up about 5 1/2 to 6 percent for the year.  We expect returns  

 

          24     in that 7 to 8 percent for 2016.  And the reason I put that out  

 

          25     there is because since you've been invested in real estate,  
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           1     you've only seen the very positives of real estate.  You've  

 

           2     seen double-digit returns each year you've been in real estate,  

 

           3     and we're just expecting those returns to moderate more in kind  

 

           4     of the mid to high single digits for 2016 and 2017.  

 

           5                So if we turn behind the first black tab behind  

 

           6     Exhibit I, you can see an overall view of the portfolio.   

 

           7     Again, the benchmarks and everything aren't fully in, so this  

 

           8     is a very preliminary view.  But including the parking asset,  

 

           9     the total fund is up 5.7 year to date.  Going back five years,  

 

          10     annualized returns of 8.8 percent per year.  You can see you're  

 

          11     very close to your policy targets for the most part and well  

 

          12     within your targets -- I'm sorry -- well within your guidelines  

 

          13     for each area.   

 

          14                If you go to Pages 2 and 3, this just gives you the  

 

          15     snapshot of, again, those weightings.  A few key things to  

 

          16     note -- and this is over on Page 2.  Obviously, we do not have  

 

          17     control over rebalancing out of the parking asset.  So you have  

 

          18     43 percent of your assets in the parking asset.  We target 40.   

 

          19     Again, we can't change that, so we keep your fixed income a  

 

          20     little bit lower to compensate.  Obviously, for the month of  

 

          21     November that worked out quite well for you because you had  

 

          22     fewer assets in bonds and so fewer assets to have that hit in  

 

          23     their valuation.  So you have total -- only 10 percent is in  

 

          24     bonds.  That's really going to help when we see your  

 

          25     performance relative to other public pension funds.  You  
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           1     already rank very high.  I would anticipate that in the fourth  

 

           2     quarter you're going to rank even higher versus peers because  

 

           3     you have a very low bond allocation.   

 

           4                And then Page 3.  This puts it in context without  

 

           5     the parking asset just so you now see how things are weighted,  

 

           6     and this is a little bit better comparison versus other public  

 

           7     funds.  But, you know, we kind of balance it between both pages  

 

           8     because that parking asset is on your books and we have to  

 

           9     manage around it.   

 

          10                Pages 4 and 5 are the actual performance figures.   

 

          11     So you can see for the one-month period -- obviously, we don't  

 

          12     get a change in the parking valuation, so the total portfolio  

 

          13     up 7/10ths of a percent.  

 

          14                The invested portfolio was up 1.2 percent for the  

 

          15     month of November.  Year to date, the invested portfolio is up  

 

          16     6.6 percent.  You can see the performance of all of your active  

 

          17     managers, both of your fixed income managers outperforming year  

 

          18     to date.  So you can see Federated, one of your local managers,  

 

          19     up 3.8 for their core bond portfolio versus a benchmark of 2.5.   

 

          20     That's a very significant outperformance for a bond manager to  

 

          21     be 1.3 percent over the benchmark.  And BlackRock, as well,  

 

          22     outperforming by a meaningful margin.  

 

          23                The best performing part of your equity portfolio  

 

          24     has been your U.S. equities up 14 percent year to date.  The  

 

          25     total U.S. benchmark only up about 10, so significantly  
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           1     outperforming the benchmark.  How did you achieve that?  Your  

 

           2     active small- and mid-cap managers.  So you have the S&P 500 in  

 

           3     the large-cap space.  But if you look at the two managers,  

 

           4     Frontier and Guyasuta, you see the very strong year-to-date  

 

           5     returns.  Frontier, your mid-cap growth manager, up 18 percent  

 

           6     year to date, and Guyasuta, your small-cap manager, up nearly  

 

           7     26 percent year to date.  You see one of your new managers of  

 

           8     your local emerging manager program, CIM, had a very strong  

 

           9     month in November.  They were up 12 percent just in the month  

 

          10     of November.  So, again, nice to see one of your local managers  

 

          11     adding good value there.   

 

          12                On the international side, I mentioned international  

 

          13     was a bit weaker.  You can see some negative returns for the  

 

          14     one-month and three-month period.  Year to date you're slightly  

 

          15     positive.  Your core manager slightly beating the benchmark for  

 

          16     year to date.  Your emerging market manager beating the  

 

          17     benchmark by about a percent, up 12 percent year to date.  And  

 

          18     then your hedged emerging strategy up a little bit less, up   

 

          19     8.3 percent.  

 

          20                Your hedge strategies and all your alternatives are  

 

          21     captured on Page 5.  On the hedge fund side, we don't,  

 

          22     obviously, have performance yet.  It takes several days for  

 

          23     those figures to come in from the hedge fund managers.  But as  

 

          24     a note -- again, both those managers are struggling a bit year  

 

          25     to date.  We have the redemption requests in.  
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           1                The EnTrust Special Opportunities Fund, that's kind  

 

           2     of the highlight of your hedge fund portfolio there.  You're up  

 

           3     10 percent year to date, so that portfolio has navigated the  

 

           4     environment very well.   

 

           5                And then real estate up about 6 percent year to  

 

           6     date, the Cornerstone Fund performing a bit better than the  

 

           7     RREEF fund, a reversal of what we're seen in years past.  But,  

 

           8     again, you want one manager to be performing well when the  

 

           9     other is a little bit weaker.  But, on average, both giving you  

 

          10     double-digit returns out of real estate for the last several  

 

          11     years.   

 

          12                Pages 8 and 9.  I'll use these instead of going to  

 

          13     the quarterly report.  This just highlights on the private  

 

          14     equity side on Page 8.  The performance for your more recent  

 

          15     investments have all been, you know, quite strong.  One thing  

 

          16     to note here, you will see in the second table Crescent  

 

          17     Mezzanine Partners VII.  That's the new fund you approved at  

 

          18     the last meeting.  And we're just having the first capital  

 

          19     call, so we're receiving cash flows back from Fund VI.  Those  

 

          20     cash flows -- we'll kind of use those to fund the investments  

 

          21     for Fund VII.  They've gotten a nice, you know, high  

 

          22     single-digit return net of fees from the Fund VI.  We  

 

          23     anticipate low double digits to high single-digit returns from  

 

          24     Fund VII.  Again, a very conservative way to play that private  

 

          25     space.   
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           1                All of your fees are outlined on Page 9.  Just a  

 

           2     reminder, we always outline all the fees for all of your  

 

           3     managers.   

 

           4                Any questions?  

 

           5                I'm only going to hit one or two pages within the  

 

           6     quarterly reports.  So if you go behind Exhibit II, I'm going  

 

           7     to direct you to one page -- actually, I'm only going to do one  

 

           8     of them.  

 

           9                If you go to Page 6, the highlight here is just peer  

 

          10     rankings.  Again, it's always important to see what you're  

 

          11     doing versus other public funds.  If you go to the invested  

 

          12     portfolio, this is really apples to apples comparing your  

 

          13     invested portfolio to other public defined benefit plans.  

 

          14                For, really, all the periods over the last five  

 

          15     years -- the one-year, two-year, three-year, four-year,  

 

          16     five-year -- you're in the top quartile of that peer universe.   

 

          17     So you've had very strong returns relative to the peer  

 

          18     universe, a combination of your asset allocation, good  

 

          19     performance of your active managers.  So just, again, it's  

 

          20     always good to see your performance versus benchmarks and also  

 

          21     versus the peer universe.  

 

          22                Again, all the details are in there, 48 pages.  I'll  

 

          23     just hit the one.   

 

          24                And, really, what's behind Page 3, I'll just kind of  

 

          25     leave as your reference just as a -- some background. 
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           1                MR. LEGER:  Tab III.  

 

           2                MR. WESNER:  Behind Tab III. 

 

           3                Just as some background, at the investment  

 

           4     subcommittee meeting last week, we discussed funding an  

 

           5     additional manager within your local emerging manager program  

 

           6     and also diversifying your hedged portfolio based on the two  

 

           7     redemptions that we made last year -- sorry -- last meeting.  

 

           8                I'll hit the redemptions on the hedge fund side  

 

           9     first.  Our recommendation to you there is to utilize the  

 

          10     $10 million that was received, 5 million from EnTrust and  

 

          11     5 million from ABS, to fund a $10 million investment in  

 

          12     Parametric.  This is an extremely low-cost alternative in the  

 

          13     hedged space.  The fees are about a quarter of what the fees  

 

          14     are in the active hedge fund space.  This is a portfolio that  

 

          15     we use on a large number of clients at Marquette, and we  

 

          16     utilize on all of our discretionary clients where we have full  

 

          17     discretion over their portfolios.  So that's the comment on the  

 

          18     hedge find side. 

 

          19                I know the solicitor has the motions that he'll read  

 

          20     to you in a moment. 

 

          21                And then on the emerging manager side, we did have  

 

          22     an agreement amongst the investment subcommittee to fund an  

 

          23     initial investment in a local group, Fusion.  So we would also  

 

          24     make that recommendation to take that next step in funding one  

 

          25     additional local manager at this time. 
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           1                And I think those two motions will come from the  

 

           2     solicitor in a moment --  

 

           3                MS. LESTITIAN:  Yes. 

 

           4                MR. WESNER:  -- to get those formally set for you. 

 

           5                MS. LESTITIAN:  Any questions for Mr. Wesner?   

 

           6                MR. LAMB:  I just have one.  Maybe it's not for  

 

           7     Jamie.  But I notice there's a resolution here about asset  

 

           8     allocation review.  Is that just standard that we're doing, or  

 

           9     is that something specific that we're concern about?   

 

          10                MR. LEGER:  That's something that we talked about  

 

          11     briefly in the investment committee and wanted to bring to the  

 

          12     full Board just as a review and set of recommendations about  

 

          13     how we should distribute assets. 

 

          14                MR. WESNER:  Just kind of best practice.  But, also,  

 

          15     it's timely, given the conversation on the actuarial side of  

 

          16     things. 

 

          17                MS. LESTITIAN:  Nothing further?  

 

          18                Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Wesner.  

 

          19                The next order of business is the solicitor's  

 

          20     report.  

 

          21                Mr. Frank.  

 

          22                MR. FRANK:  Thank you.  The good news is that there  

 

          23     was actually very little legal activity.  That's always good  

 

          24     news from your attorney.  

 

          25                Basically, we had the follow-up on some of the items  
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           1     I mentioned at the September meeting.  But, basically, the main  

 

           2     activities were -- as Mr. Wesner indicated, we did have an  

 

           3     additional investment in the Crescent Mezzanine VII investment,  

 

           4     and I reviewed those additional documents to be certain that  

 

           5     they were in compliance and that it was all right for the fund  

 

           6     to execute them.  

 

           7                As Mr. Leger mentioned, we always have to be certain  

 

           8     that any labor contract does not have any provisions that are  

 

           9     inconsistent with the provisions of the various pension funds.   

 

          10     And if we do, then we have to have an ordinance to put them in  

 

          11     compliance.  I reviewed the new SEIU contract, and there were  

 

          12     no issues that would require any change to the ordinance.  

 

          13                And as was mentioned, at the request of the  

 

          14     investment committee, I assisted in drafting these resolutions  

 

          15     that came out of the investment committee that I think are  

 

          16     going to come to the floor now. 

 

          17                And that's all I have for the Board.  Thank you. 

 

          18                MS. LESTITIAN:  Thank you.  

 

          19                Any questions for Mr. Frank?  No.  

 

          20                Okay.  The next item on the agenda is the  

 

          21     presentation of resolutions.  I think you have copies of these  

 

          22     in your packets. 

 

          23                The first resolution is No. 5-16, authorizing  

 

          24     Marquette to review the existing asset allocation and to make a  

 

          25     report and recommendation to the Board as to whether any  
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           1     adjustments to the asset allocation should be made.  

 

           2                Do I have a motion? 

 

           3                MR. SICURO:  Motion. 

 

           4                MR. LAMB:  Second.   

 

           5                MS. LESTITIAN:  Second.  Thank you.  

 

           6                Any discussion?   

 

           7                MR. SICURO:  Just one.  I already know the answer,  

 

           8     but I want to get it on the record.  

 

           9                Your firm does this service at what cost?   

 

          10                MR. WESNER:  It's no additional cost to you.  It's  

 

          11     all part of your retainer. 

 

          12                MR. SICURO:  Okay.  I just wanted to make sure I  

 

          13     have it on the record. 

 

          14                I don't know if this would be the best time, but...  

 

          15     Because of finding that out and it's good best practices, are  

 

          16     there other services that your company, obviously, provides at  

 

          17     no cost that are maybe something we should consider or discuss  

 

          18     as best practices that you would recommend for us?   

 

          19                MR. WESNER:  Well, I think the only thing that will  

 

          20     be part of the asset allocation review is once we either affirm  

 

          21     or modify the asset allocation, you know, we will work with  

 

          22     your solicitor to modify your investment policy statement, if  

 

          23     necessary.  But, again, those are two things that are always  

 

          24     good to review every few years, your asset allocation and your  

 

          25     investment policy statement, just to make sure they're fully up  
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           1     to date. 

 

           2                MR. SICURO:  Thank you. 

 

           3                MR. LAMB:  How dependent on the asset allocation --  

 

           4     or I should say it the other way.  Is the asset allocation  

 

           5     dependent on the discussion about rate of return?   

 

           6                MR. WESNER:  We will put together as part of the  

 

           7     asset allocation various portfolios that will show -- that will  

 

           8     aim to show you what portfolio kind of equates to what rate of  

 

           9     return.  So if you see a portfolio that's going to be in kind  

 

          10     of the 7 1/2 percent range, it's going to have a lot of  

 

          11     equities.  It's going to be more aggressive.  And then a  

 

          12     portfolio that's going to, you know, be maybe more in the  

 

          13     7 percent range or that area, it's going to be a little bit  

 

          14     more conservative.  

 

          15                So that's -- part of the exercise is to go back,  

 

          16     show you these different portfolios.  And it's not kind of "one  

 

          17     and done."  If we have a conversation after the asset  

 

          18     allocation study and you have feedback and say we'd like to see  

 

          19     portfolios that look like "this," we can go back and run it  

 

          20     again and bring that to you between meetings or at the May  

 

          21     meeting. 

 

          22                MS. LESTITIAN:  Okay.  Further discussion?   

 

          23                MR. LEGER:  Ralph, the only thing I would add is  

 

          24     that Marquette does do like a weekly either newsletter or  

 

          25     informational kinds of things from time to time, and I don't  
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           1     know whether board members get those or not.  If you don't, I  

 

           2     can forward them to you.  All right.  I'll start to forward  

 

           3     those to all the board members.   

 

           4                MR. WESNER:  Or I can put them on the natural  

 

           5     distribution list.  

 

           6                Just as a note, the firm -- we put out a weekly kind  

 

           7     of chart of the week, some interesting factor or trend.  We  

 

           8     have our monthly performance reports, just, again, to give you  

 

           9     the summary of the market environments, quarterly newsletters.   

 

          10     So we don't want to inundate folks with it, but our research  

 

          11     team produces a lot of material.  So we can have that sent to  

 

          12     you as soon as it's released. 

 

          13                MR. LEGER:  That would be helpful if you would put  

 

          14     all the members on the distribution list and they would get it  

 

          15     directly. 

 

          16                MR. WESNER:  Yes.  

 

          17                MS. LESTITIAN:  Further discussion?  

 

          18                Can we have a vote on the motion that's on the  

 

          19     floor?  All in favor?  

 

          20                MR. HERBINKO:  Aye. 

 

          21                MR. LAMB:  Aye. 

 

          22                MS. LESTITIAN:  Aye. 

 

          23                MR. RUFFOLO:  Aye. 

 

          24                MR. SICURO:  Aye. 

 

          25                MS. LESTITIAN:  Opposed?  
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           1                Motion carries. 

 

           2                The next resolution is Resolution No. 7-16,  

 

           3     authorizing the investment of $10 million into the Parametric  

 

           4     Defense Equity. 

 

           5                MR. LAMB:  Wait.  We missed 6.  

 

           6                MS. LESTITIAN:  Oh.  I'm sorry.  I skipped one.  

 

           7     Sorry.  Pardon me.  

 

           8                Okay.  Backing up, Resolution 6-16, authorizing the  

 

           9     investment of $2 million with Fusion Investment Group, LLC. 

 

          10                MR. LAMB:  Move to approve. 

 

          11                MR. SICURO:  Second. 

 

          12                MS. LESTITIAN:  Second.  

 

          13                Discussion?  

 

          14                Seeing none, all in favor?  

 

          15                MR. HERBINKO:  Aye. 

 

          16                MR. LAMB:  Aye. 

 

          17                MS. LESTITIAN:  Aye. 

 

          18                MR. RUFFOLO:  Aye. 

 

          19                MR. SICURO:  Aye. 

 

          20                MS. LESTITIAN:  Opposed? 

 

          21                Motion carries. 

 

          22                Now to Motion 7-16 -- Resolution 7-16, authorizing  

 

          23     the investment of $10 million into the Parametric Defense  

 

          24     Equity.  

 

          25                Do I have a motion?   
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           1                MR. SICURO:  Make a motion.   

 

           2                MR. RUFFOLO:  I'll second. 

 

           3                MS. LESTITIAN:  Second.  Thank you.  

 

           4                Discussion?  

 

           5                All in favor?   

 

           6                MR. HERBINKO:  Aye. 

 

           7                MR. LAMB:  Aye. 

 

           8                MS. LESTITIAN:  Aye. 

 

           9                MR. RUFFOLO:  Aye. 

 

          10                MR. SICURO:  Aye. 

 

          11                MS. LESTITIAN:  Opposed?   

 

          12                Motion carries. 

 

          13                The next resolution is Resolution 8-16, authorizing  

 

          14     the payment for professional services rendered by Frank, Gale,  

 

          15     Bails, Murcko & Pocrass, P.C., in the amount of $2,459 for the  

 

          16     months of August, September, and October 2016. 

 

          17                MR. LAMB:  Move to approve. 

 

          18                MR. RUFFOLO:  Second. 

 

          19                MS. LESTITIAN:  Discussion? 

 

          20                All in favor?   

 

          21                MR. HERBINKO:  Aye. 

 

          22                MR. LAMB:  Aye. 

 

          23                MS. LESTITIAN:  Aye. 

 

          24                MR. RUFFOLO:  Aye. 

 

          25                MR. SICURO:  Aye. 
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           1                MS. LESTITIAN:  Opposed?  

 

           2                Motion carries.  

 

           3                The final resolution for today is Resolution 9-16,  

 

           4     authorizing the Executive Director to reimburse the City of  

 

           5     Pittsburgh in the amount of $193,867 for indirect costs  

 

           6     incurred for the benefit of the City's pension plans for the  

 

           7     year ending December 31st, 2016.  The breakdown of the costs  

 

           8     should be in everyone's packet.  

 

           9                Do I have a motion to approve? 

 

          10                MR. LAMB:  Move to approve with discussion. 

 

          11                MR. SICURO:  Second.  

 

          12                MS. LESTITIAN:  Second.   

 

          13                MR. LAMB:  If I could, it just occurred to me what  

 

          14     the additional cost was.  This year was the first year that the  

 

          15     Controller's Office actually produced the 1099s on these, so  

 

          16     that was the additional cost from our office.   

 

          17                MR. SICURO:  Okay. 

 

          18                MR. LAMB:  That was done -- I'm not sure who did  

 

          19     that before, but -- I think before it was payable to -- what  

 

          20     was the firm?   

 

          21                MR. LEGER:  Ceridian.  

 

          22                MR. LAMB:  Ceridian.  And we're doing that in-house  

 

          23     now.  So that was the additional cost.   

 

          24                MR. SICURO:  Thank you.  

 

          25                MS. LESTITIAN:  Further discussion? 
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           1                All in favor?  

 

           2                MR. HERBINKO:  Aye. 

 

           3                MR. LAMB:  Aye. 

 

           4                MS. LESTITIAN:  Aye. 

 

           5                MR. RUFFOLO:  Aye. 

 

           6                MR. SICURO:  Aye. 

 

           7                MS. LESTITIAN:  Opposed?  

 

           8                Motion carries.  

 

           9                Under New Business, we need a motion to schedule our  

 

          10     2017 meetings.  The dates are proposed.  The time and place  

 

          11     will be 1:00 p.m. in the Mayor's Conference Room on  

 

          12     February 2nd, May 4th, September 6th, and December 6th. 

 

          13                MR. SICURO:  I'm sorry.  One more time. 

 

          14                MS. LESTITIAN:  Okay.  Sure.  1:00 p.m. in the  

 

          15     Mayor's Conference Room on February 2nd, 2017; May 4th, 2017;  

 

          16     September 6th, 2017; and December 6th, 2017.  

 

          17                Do I have a motion?   

 

          18                MR. RUFFOLO:  I'll make a motion.  

 

          19                MS. LESTITIAN:  Second?  

 

          20                MR. SICURO:  Second.  

 

          21                MS. LESTITIAN:  Discussion? 

 

          22                All in favor?   

 

          23                MR. HERBINKO:  Aye. 

 

          24                MR. LAMB:  Aye. 

 

          25                MS. LESTITIAN:  Aye. 
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           1                MR. RUFFOLO:  Aye. 

 

           2                MR. SICURO:  Aye. 

 

           3                MS. LESTITIAN:  Opposed?  

 

           4                Motion carries.  

 

           5                Coming towards the end of the agenda, is there any  

 

           6     other new business?   

 

           7                MR. LAMB:  Do we want to formalize anything as far  

 

           8     as further discussion on this rate of return issue?   

 

           9                MR. SICURO:  I think it would be helpful between  

 

          10     meetings if there is more information to be distributed to the  

 

          11     board members, that we get that leading up -- not to say,  

 

          12     again, we're going to actually take action at the next meeting,  

 

          13     but it would help alleviate some discussion or if we want to  

 

          14     request any more information. 

 

          15                MR. LEGER:  It would help me if you were more  

 

          16     specific about what you wanted to get --  

 

          17                MR. SICURO:  Well, I thought --  

 

          18                MR. LEGER:  -- or you can just communicate with me  

 

          19     directly and --  

 

          20                MR. LAMB:  Well, I think -- I know the first thing  

 

          21     I'd like to know is -- it would be interesting for me -- for us  

 

          22     to know whether or not this is discussion that the Mayor and  

 

          23     Council President even want to entertain.  

 

          24                You know, like I said, I get the issue.  I mean,  

 

          25     obviously, we want to lower the rate of return.  Be we also  
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           1     know there's a reality behind the budget.  And given the fact  

 

           2     that an additional $13 million is going to be going into this  

 

           3     budget in 2018, it's going to make it even more difficult to  

 

           4     raise the MMO while you're raising that number as well and may  

 

           5     be not necessary, given the fact that you're putting that  

 

           6     additional money in.  

 

           7                So I just -- I think it would be worthwhile to have  

 

           8     a discussion as to whether or not that's a direction that the  

 

           9     administration and council are interested in pursuing when it  

 

          10     comes to budget. 

 

          11                MR. LEGER:  I think what we could do is invite the  

 

          12     budget director to the next meeting and get the answers to some  

 

          13     of those questions from a budget aspect.  And then I can seek  

 

          14     answers from the mayor and the president of council about their  

 

          15     position on this.   

 

          16                MR. RUFFOLO:  I agree.  I think this is going to  

 

          17     take a couple meetings.  I think we should start off at the  

 

          18     beginning of 2017. 

 

          19                MR. SICURO:  If I can bring up an issue.  I see it  

 

          20     wasn't in our packets here, but the ones that were e-mailed to  

 

          21     the Board prior to the meeting, I believe that's where we  

 

          22     got -- a letter came from you -- or to you, Mr. Lamb, from GTM  

 

          23     on our fair market value of our irrevocable dedicated funding.  

 

          24                Are you familiar with this at all?  No?   

 

          25                MR. LEGER:  No. 
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           1                MS. LESTITIAN:  May I pass it down?   

 

           2                MR. SICURO:  I only have the one copy but -- 

 

           3                MR. LEGER:  I'll give it back to you. 

 

           4                MR. SICURO:  Okay.  Okay.  

 

           5                MR. LEGER:  Okay. 

 

           6                MR. SICURO:  I have one question in this report.   

 

           7     And I think Mr. Lamb had already asked the question, but I  

 

           8     don't know that I fully understood the -- our actuary's  

 

           9     explanation.  

 

          10                When it comes to the valuation -- or, actually, it  

 

          11     may have been you, Jamie.  When it comes to putting a value on  

 

          12     our parking asset, there was a discount used of 8 percent.   

 

          13     Does this sound familiar with this report? 

 

          14                MR. LAMB:  Uh-huh. 

 

          15                MR. SICURO:  And it changed when we had lowered the  

 

          16     rate of return.  And I know there was, again, discussion, but I  

 

          17     still didn't grasp how that will impact again.  And maybe  

 

          18     that's something else we can get between the next meeting is  

 

          19     when we consider lowering our assumed rate of return -- we know  

 

          20     it has an impact with our actuary and the MMO.  How does this  

 

          21     affect that parking asset on a positive or negative way for  

 

          22     those moves?  

 

          23                And, again, I think you asked that question, but I  

 

          24     didn't quite get the answer that I understood. 

 

          25                MR. LAMB:  And I don't know that I'm the best person  
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           1     to answer the question, but the way I understand it is that as  

 

           2     you lower -- we tend to -- we match the discount rate on the  

 

           3     parking asset to the rate of return on the pension fund, which  

 

           4     is -- that's fair.   

 

           5                MR. SICURO:  Okay. 

 

           6                MR. LAMB:  And I think anyone -- anyone I've talked  

 

           7     to in this industry will tell you that we are -- that the  

 

           8     discount rate actually should be even lower than it is right  

 

           9     now.  But we match the rate of return here just to be  

 

          10     consistent with the pension fund.  

 

          11                So when we went from 8 to 7 1/2, it did lower the  

 

          12     discount rate on the parking asset, which had the effect of  

 

          13     increasing the value -- the present-day value of the parking  

 

          14     asset.  And that would happen again if we were to lower the  

 

          15     rate of return.  

 

          16                MR. SICURO:  Okay.  Is it worth --  

 

          17                MR. LAMB:  Now, that being said, as we continue to  

 

          18     pay down the years -- as we get further away in years, the  

 

          19     present value of the asset tends to shrink over time.  And once  

 

          20     we start putting $26 million a year in next year, it's going to  

 

          21     shrink even more.  So, you know. 

 

          22                MR. WESNER:  You're exactly right.  You're about to  

 

          23     hit the tipping point as those $26 million payments come in  

 

          24     instead of the $13 million payments.  You were in this kind of  

 

          25     sweet spot of, you know, receiving the payments and the parking  
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           1     asset valuation actually increasing because those $26 million  

 

           2     payments were getting closer.  When we start receiving those,  

 

           3     the value of the parking asset is going to start coming down.  

 

           4                So just to your original question, we'll work with  

 

           5     Dave to make sure that he has an estimate on what would be the  

 

           6     increase in assets.  Because I imagine the situation that you  

 

           7     saw here was based on a static asset value and just the  

 

           8     increase in liabilities.  You know, 40 percent of your assets  

 

           9     will increase as well, so we'll make sure that's captured in  

 

          10     these figures for the next round.  And then we'll also try to  

 

          11     bring you a little bit of information so you can kind of at  

 

          12     least have, top of the mind, what the trend will be in the  

 

          13     parking asset valuation.  Because that's also going to play  

 

          14     into how to look at those 13- and $26 million payments. 

 

          15                MR. SICURO:  Okay.  Thank you. 

 

          16                MR. LEGER:  One thing that I might recommend or  

 

          17     recommend for consideration by the investment committee is that  

 

          18     we look at the parking asset and think in terms of extending it  

 

          19     at this point simply to increase those values.  We've already  

 

          20     eaten, what, eight years of the parking asset?  So if we  

 

          21     extended it for ten, that would probably benefit us.  And we're  

 

          22     going to have to do that anyway at some point if we continue  

 

          23     the pension plan as it presently is. 

 

          24                MR. RUFFOLO:  Are we able to do that?   

 

          25                MR. LEGER:  It was done by resolution of Council, so  
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           1     we would have to look at what the finances are and how to do it  

 

           2     and probably get State approval at the same time.  But, yes, I  

 

           3     think we could.  

 

           4                That's a long answer to a short question. 

 

           5                MS. LESTITIAN:  Any other new business?   

 

           6                Any continued business?  None.   

 

           7                Last item.  Motion to adjourn.  

 

           8                Do I have a motion?   

 

           9                MR. LAMB:  So moved.   

 

          10                MR. SICURO:  Second. 

 

          11                MS. LESTITIAN:  All in favor?   

 

          12                MR. HERBINKO:  Aye. 

 

          13                MR. LAMB:  Aye. 

 

          14                MS. LESTITIAN:  Aye. 

 

          15                MR. RUFFOLO:  Aye. 

 

          16                MR. SICURO:  Aye. 

 

          17                MS. LESTITIAN:  Thank you, everyone. 

 

          18                We're adjourned.   

 

          19                (Whereupon, the meeting concluded at 2:05 p.m.)   

 

          20                 

 

          21                 

 

          22                 

 

          23                 

 

          24                 

 

          25                 
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